Two Twi erBots Are Be er Than One!
Joe Pruitt, 2008-15-12

I've been working on this for a while but never got around to ﬁnishing it. Lori's post from
today reminded me of my "unﬁnished" work so I dug it up and brought it back to life.
A while back, I wrote a Twitter Proxy for BIG-IP's that used the iControl event API to listen of
conﬁguration change events to occur and then post those events to a pre-conﬁgured Twitter
account.
A longer time ago, I wrote a IM bot that allowed you to "chat" with your BIG-IP but that relied on a 3rd party service that
is no longer around so the app isn't much use to anyone. But, with that in mind, I thought to myself that Twitter since
have a published API, it should be relatively easy to build a client that checked on replies and direct messages and then
send replies back to the requesting user.
So I set off to see if there was a .Net client library for the Twitter API and was surprised to ﬁnd out
that there wasn't a complete one (at least that I could ﬁnd). The ones that I found had a few calls
supported (mainly in the Status group of messages) but I wanted to have something more
complete. Twitter has methods for Status, User, Direct Messages, Friendship, Account,
Favorite, Notiﬁcation, Block, and Help so I set out to build the library myself. I ran into a bunch of
hurdles due to the inconsistencies in their REST implementation and the dynamically changing
behavior of the methods over time (see the Changelog for examples). I'll highlight these in a
future article about the TwitterAPI .Net assembly project.
That brings me to my .Net TwitterBot. Using the TwitterAPI library I
wrote, I created a client application that allows you to specify a
Twitter account and a BIG-IP account you would like to interact with. The program will then
monitor both reply and direct messages sent to the speciﬁed twitter account. It will then
process the request, perform the relative iControl operations, and then generate a 140
character response to the user via a direct message. I opted to go this route for security
reasons. Since direct messages are private for the receiving user, sensitive information will
not accidentally be published to the general public.
As of this point, there are only two commands supported. "get info" will return system
information for the device such as the serial number, product info, and system uptime. The
"get status" method will make status calls for all the pool objects and return warnings for pools that are marked as
down. With a little thought, it would be very easy to expand this command set to make this app a full command proxy for
managing your device.
I've released the source for this app, including the .Net Twitter client API library as a alpha labs project. If it gains any
traction, I'll make it more ofﬁcial and build a labs project page around it.
So, thanks Lori for your PHP TwitterBot. I always like a little internal competition and hopefully having two versions of
this type of application will force us to both expand the features to keep up with each other and ultimately make both
programs better. I'd love to hear feedback and if anyone is willing to expand on the functionality, or ﬁx some bugs B-),
please let me know and I'll patch them into the source distribution here.

Click Here to Download the BIG-IP Twi erBot Source
Happy Twittering!
-Joe
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